
Effortless Weekly Yield 
Forecasts with ecoation
Your Ultimate Yield Solution for any greenhouses 
growing tomatoes or peppers

Marketers demand production forecasts 
to drive sales and secure better prices. 
With OKO Platform getting an estimate 
on your upcoming production is easy. 
Our data-driven model uses AI and 
machine vision to create a dependable 
approach to forecast yield for tomato 
and pepper greenhouses.

Why should I Yield Forecast with OKO Platform?
Traditional forecasting methods often struggle with challenges like limited knowledge transfer and inconsistency in 
manual data collection, relying heavily on experience with specific cultivars and thus lacking reproducibility. OKO's AI 
transforms this landscape by introducing effortless forecasting. It samples more plants per acre with remarkable 
consistency, equipping farmers with highly reliable and easy-to-obtain yield forecasts, streamlining their decision-
making process with unprecedented ease and accuracy. 


Discover how ecoation’s Yield platform can revolutionize your operations and deliver impressive results.

Meet Contract Obligations
 Forecast yield  with ease to 
fulfil retailer contracts and 

avoid penalties

Streamline Labor
Efficiently Align Labor with 

Harvest Needs

Maximize Profitability
Utilize Streamlined Forecasts 
to Gain Advantage in Market 

Pricing

 Cash Flow Planning
Gain visibility to your future 

cash flow
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IPM
Maximize scout efficiency  

with location-aware IPM 

IPM Maps, Graphs, and Treatment 
Planner

Location-Aware IPM Digitization
Eliminates the need for your scouts to 

count posts 

IPM Forecast maps
Reduces scouting gaps.

Online  Support

Yield
Short & long-term  

production forecasts*

7-10 Days Yield Forecast

5 Weeks Dynamic Yield Forecast

Online  Support

* Only available for tomatoes & 
peppers

Yield + IPM
Integrated IPM and Yield combo package

Most Popular

IPM Maps, Graphs, and Treatment Planner

Location-Aware IPM Digitization

IPM Forecast maps

7-10 Days Yield Forecast

5 Weeks Dynamic Yield Forecast

Online  Support

* Only available for tomatoes & peppers

How does Yield Forecasting work with 
OKO?
OKO Platform is your comprehensive solution for short 
and long term yield forecasting

Portable System: Designed to be handheld, or easily 
mounted on any greenhouse cart.

Location Precision: Navigate your greenhouse 
effortlessly with our automated location system

High Quality Data Collection: Automatic image capture 
and analysis as you move through rows.

AI and Vision Models: Counting and classifying your 
fruit as you move through rows.

Centralized Dashboard: Generate or view yield 
forecasting data from anywhere in your language.

How do I get started?

 Book a Visit
with our Customer Success team

 Choose your Subscription
suited to your greenhouse needs

 Purchase your OKO
for your team

Learn more at

ecoation.com


